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Inventory management software helps you track, organize, and

manage material purchases, product sales, and other processes. The

days of using pencil and paper to track inventory are long gone.

Today, you can utilize platforms based on radio-frequency

identification (RFID) or barcodes to view where raw materials are

placed, when shipments arrive, and when products are shipped.

Inventory management solutions track goods all through the supply

chain or the part of it relevant to a company’s operations. This covers

all phases from warehousing to shipping, production to retail, and the

movements of parts and stock in between.
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Customer Success Report
Ranking Methodology

The FeaturedCustomers Customer Success ranking is based on
data from our customer reference platform, market presence,
web presence, & social presence as well as additional data
aggregated from online sources and media properties. Our
ranking engine applies an algorithm to all data collected to
calculate the final Customer Success Report rankings.

The overall Customer Success ranking is a weighted average
based on 3 parts:

CONTENT SCORE

● Total # of vendor generated customer references (case studies,

success stories, testimonials, and customer videos)

● Customer reference rating score

● Year-over-year change in amount of customer references on

FeaturedCustomers platform

● Total # of profile views on FeaturedCustomers platform

● Total # of customer reference views on FeaturedCustomers

platform

MARKET PRESENCE SCORE

● Social media followers including LinkedIn, Twitter, & Facebook

● Vendor momentum based on web traffic and search trends

● Organic SEO key term rankings

● Company presence including # of press mentions

COMPANY SCORE

● Total # of employees (based on social media and public

resources)

● Year-over-year change in # of employees over past 12 months

● Glassdoor ranking

● Venture capital raised

Award Levels

MARKET LEADER

Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with

substantial customer base & market

share. Leaders have the highest ratio of

customer success content, content

quality score, and social media presence

relative to company size.

TOP PERFORMER

Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with

significant market presence and

resources and enough customer

reference content to validate their vision.

Top Performer's products are highly rated

by its customers but have not achieved

the customer base and scale of a Market

Leader.

RISING STAR

Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com that

does not have the market presence of

Market Leaders or Top Performers, but

understands where the market is going

and has disruptive technology. Rising

Stars have been around long enough to

establish momentum and a minimum

amount of customer reference content

along with a growing social presence.
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* Companies listed in alphabetical order

2020 Customer Success Awards
Check out this list of the highest rated Inventory Management Software

based on the FeaturedCustomers Customer Success Report.
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ABOUT ASAP SYSTEMS

ASAP Systems provides leading
barcode based inventory
management and asset tracking
solutions, offering both
cloud-based and on-premises
systems. ASAP Systems helps
businesses of almost every
industry vertical reduce manual
data entry, labor hours, and
automate record keeping
throughout their inventory
workflow.

194
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Featured Testimonials

Passport helps save us money by alerting us of when our batch-lot inventory items are nearing
their expiration dates, and when items reach high and low inventory levels. I highly recommend
Passport to all medical centers for tracking stock inventory and assets.

HARJOT GILL
LAB COORDINATOR, VASCULAR AND LEG CENTER

With ASAP system Barcloud, we look forward, for the first time, to efficiently manage our inventory turnover
in real time, save time and cost. The user interface is easy to use; forms can be configurable to suit any
need, with complete integration to other existing systems. The ASAP team is available and keen to help us
make the system work for us. We are eager to use a superb and capable system!

MARK RUBIO
IT MANAGER, SAFE STEP TUBS CO.

ASAP Systems has transformed and evolved our inventory into the 21st
century. Now we are able to track an item to the exact location of the exact
pallet in the warehouse AND have the confidence knowing it will be back there.

ADAM DICKER
WEDGE TIRE INC.

The functionality is great and it’s very easy to use. It seems to get easier
every time we use the system, and I would recommend this product and
ASAP Systems to anyone.

JAMES BROWN
INVENTORY CONTROL SPECIALIST, CENTER FOR HEALTH CARE SERVICES

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT BRIGHTPEARL

Brightpearl helps retailers
accelerate their growth and profits.
Their cloud software and services
enable multi-channel retailers to
manage the heart of their business
by combining orders, inventory,
customer data, accounting and
reporting into a single, reliable
retail management system.
Brightpearl’s Commerce
Acceleration Platform also
provides real-time reports on
inventory, cash flow, profitability
by SKU and channel, customer
purchase behavior and more.
Armed with these insights and the
confidence in having their core
operations are under control,
retailers can focus on what they
love - merchandising and growing
their business.
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Featured Testimonials

The reason we chose Brightpearl was the capability to have a single live inventory and
omnichannel selling system. We were looking for the flexibility and reporting to make
better, informed business decisions. We got all that with Brightpearl.

DONNA BEST
DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS, GOLDEN PROTECTIVE SERVICES

Being able to manage our inventory across all our channels and the warehouse is a huge
benefit and a big step forward for us. Seeing every order, what your profits and margins are,
volumes per day, what you sell on different channels, and pricing detail are all especially
important in our market when you can be priced out by as little as 50 cents!

DIMITRI CHERNYAK
PRESIDENT, PRIORITY TIRE OUTLET

Brightpearl’s warehousing had everything we were looking for. It enables us to keep
track of our inventory in real-time so we know exactly how much we have at any given
moment. Brightpearl has really revolutionized our warehouse management.

TANISHA PRINCE
CUSTOMER SERVICE ADVISOR, NATURAL BABY SHOWER

Brightpearl has been an outstanding investment. Managing all aspects of our
business including inventory, orders, CRM, online, in-store, and accounting in
one central system has made our lives a lot less complicated.

JON BURRAGE
THE TRIATHLON SHOP

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT CIN7

Cin7 inventory management
software is the smartest way for
growing brands to sell more to
more customers in more places.
With extensive integration and
workflow automation, Cin7 makes
it easy to optimize inventory,
manage orders, and maximize
margins for every location and
every sales channel that matters to
you. Cin7 includes built-in POS,
warehouse management and B2B
eCommerce features, and built-in
EDI for selling to major retailers
around the world. Cin7 also
integrates with online
marketplaces, 3PL warehouses, as
well as accounting, sales and
marketing, inventory forecasting
and other solutions you use to run
your business. Visit Cin7.com for
more information.
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Featured Testimonials

CIN7 is the best inventory system in it class that I have used. Connects well with
Xero and has a lot of enterprise features. I take my hat off to the support and
integration team they have been fantastic!!! Highly recommended.

KAMAL SARROFF
UNIT CLOTHING

Cin7 has really made things easier for us, in terms of tracking inventory,
routing orders, managing our 3PLs. Growth has been explosive.

GREG NUTTER
DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS, GLORIOUS PC GAMING RACE

We went with Cin7 because of its exceptional value and functionality. We were looking for an
advanced inventory add-on with quote to sales order flow that would include product images in
quotes. Cin7 stood alone in this regard. It is great for inventory control and production flow.

MICHAEL WILSON
DALCROSS MEDICAL EQUIPMENT

The key thing is that we are now very clear about where our inventory items sit. It’s much easier
to utilize than any other inventory system that we’ve seen. And because it’s in the cloud, we’re no
longer tied to an umbilical cord to a software server. We can do our business on the road and
still have full visibility no matter where we are.

PAUL KAO
GENERAL MANAGER, PLAYTECH

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT FISHBOWL INVENTORY

Fishbowl Inventory is a private
company in Orem, Utah. Their
cornerstone products, Fishbowl
Manufacturing and Fishbowl
Warehouse, make it possible for
every small business to have the
same level of mobile inventory
control solutions large
organizations enjoy. In addition to
their inventory management
software, they have many other
products that help companies with
a wide range of tasks from lead
tracking to point of sale.
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Featured Testimonials

We originally purchased Fishbowl as a tool to help our purchasing manager. We never dreamed we would
be using Fishbowl as a completely integrated system to track items from ordering to invoicing and
integrating into a general ledger packaging. I am amazed each and every day how much Fishbowl does
versus the more expensive package we used at my prior company and it doesn’t cost millions. In fact,
Fishbowl is only a fraction of the price of other options we considered.

GARY BALLARD
VP OF FINANCE, CHUNG’S GOURMET FOODS

With Fishbowl, our inventory demands are known as soon as we issue a
sales order. This alone allows us to see what parts need to be ordered
3-4 days earlier than with [our previous system].

MICHAEL R. LLOYD
OPERATIONS MANAGER, STEPS TO LITERACY

Once we got Fishbowl up and running, we found out just how easy our
order management and inventory ‘problems’ were to solve. Having
accurate real-time inventory has taken a ton of stress out of our team.

JOE MARKS
DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS, STEGO INDUSTRIES

Upon implementing Fishbowl and going live with the inventory
management program, they noticed how easy it is to see exactly where
every part in inventory is and how long it has been there.

ARROWHEAD ELECTRONIC HEALTHCARE

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT ORACLE NETSUITE

In 1998, NetSuite pioneered the
Cloud Computing revolution,
establishing the world’s first
company dedicated to delivering
business applications over the
Internet. Today, NetSuite provides
a suite of cloud-based financials /
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
and omnichannel commerce
software that runs the business of
more than 20,000 customers in
more than 200 countries and
territories.

1240
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Featured Testimonials

It wasn't a luxury, it was a necessity-we needed to upgrade our business
system. NetSuite allows us to keep finance, sales, inventory, shipping and
customer information all under one roof. NetSuite has helped us to run a
better business with less overhead and less stress.

EXACTA DENTAL PRODUCTS

NetSuite's platform has helped our business improve customer service, eliminate paper and
waste, and utilize advanced inventory management techniques to bring new products to market
quickly. We are not only saving money, but using our NetSuite system to help grow our sales.

JASON HOWARD
CEO, MALCOLITE

With NetSuite, sales people can manage their own accounts, manufacturing
people can track work orders and inventory in real-time, and our CEO, who
wouldn't go near our other systems, is now fully engaged with our information
technology.

MOUNTZ INC.

With NetSuite, we're running a lot more proficiently. We can see our inventory,
see what's selling and what's not, and we can communicate much better with
customers. Growth isn't a problem now-it's an opportunity and we can make
the most of it.

OUTBACK TOYS

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT STORIS

STORIS is the leading provider of
integrated retail software solutions
for home furnishings, bedding, and
appliance retailers. We have been
serving the home furnishings
industry for over 30 years. STORIS
delivers a solution that enables
retailers to implement a Unified
Commerce Strategy. Unified
Commerce is key to enhancing the
customer experience, increasing
revenue across channels, and
gaining a competitive advantage in
a dynamic retail marketplace.
STORIS’ solutions are designed to
add substantial efficiency across
daily operational processes
including Point of Sale,
eCommerce, Customer Experience
Management, Inventory,
Merchandising, Logistics, Customer
Service, Accounting, Business
Intelligence, Mobile, Kiosk, and
more. To enhance our technology,
we offer ongoing development,
consulting, training, and support
services. As a company, we are
committed to our product …
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Featured Testimonials

Our primary reason for choosing STORIS was excellent inventory
control. STORIS also provides great communication and customer
service.

RYAN LEAF
OWNER, MATTRESS DEPOT USA

Mobile technology is vital to delivering quality experiences to today’s tech-savvy
shoppers. STORIS’ mobile solution provides us with real-time product knowledge and
valuable customer information from anywhere in our retail stores.

CHERYL CAMPBELL
INVENTORY & IT MANAGER, FURNITURE PLUS

STORIS sets the industry standard in order tracking, inventory control and customer service. We
have benefited vastly from improved inventory accuracy and better customer service. The ability
to track special orders and have accurate information about incoming POS and service items to
our customers is invaluable.

ANDY FORD
PRESIDENT, FORD'S FURNITURE

STORIS Inventory Control is top-notch, robust & easy to use. The system has lots of
checks and balances and has eliminated our need to look back at paperwork. STORIS
exceeds our expectations and fully understands the business side of furniture retail.

LYNDON JOHNS
CEO & PRESIDENT, COMMERCIAL HOME FURNISHINGS

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT WASP BARCODE TECHNOLOGIES

Wasp Barcode Technologies
provides data capture and tracking
solutions designed specifically for
small businesses. Solutions
include: inventory control, asset
tracking, time & attendance, and
point of sale (POS); as well as the
supporting mobile computers,
barcode scanners, and barcode
printers utilized to automate
operations. Wasp products help
small businesses achieve efficiency
through cost-effective solutions
designed to increase productivity.
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Featured Testimonials

Wasp is very versatile in what it can do, making it easy to change logos,
style numbers, locations, etc.

ADAM EVANS
PRODUCTION MANAGER, PHILLIPA ROBERTS

Wasp software has allowed us to track where everything is at all times. We are able to use our
mobile computers at both locations - the student center and a storage room across campus.
The use of our supplies is automatically tracked to the central computer.

NATHAN MILLER
UNIVERSITY OF IOWA EMS

Ultimately, Wasp Inventory Control paid for itself within 6 months. We no longer are subject to
missing inventory and have significantly cut down the amount of time spent looking for items.
Now, it only takes one or two seconds to look up a certain part, versus scouring through pages
and pages of spreadsheets.

TOMMY GUGLIOTTA
PCACS

Now we have a way to effectively track off-site inventory, which allows us to provide this unique
consignment service to our customers. Not only are we providing better, more convenient
service to our customers, we are profitably growing our service business. And that’s great news
in today’s market.

BRUNO MUZZI
PETERSON TRACTOR COMPANY

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT ZOHO INVENTORY

Zoho Inventory is an online
application that enables you to
manage orders and inventory. With
multi-channel selling, shipping
integrations and powerful
inventory control, you can optimize
your inventory.

29
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Featured Testimonials

Moving from manual systems, Zoho was a logical choice for the inventory and
order processing needs of our young company. It was easy to learn, intuitive,
and provided a platform for our business to grow.

DAN SLABAUGH
SENIOR DIRECTOR, ACERA SURGICAL INC.

I find Zoho Inventory a great help in keeping track of orders for keys
and levels of key blanks in stock. The integration with other Zoho
Products is excellent.

DAVID HILL
BUSINESS OWNER, THAMES VALLEY LOCK AND SAFE

The Zoho Inventory app has been really helpful in tracking the
movement of key SKUs and the team has been very kind in providing us
with solutions to our queries.

OYO HOMES

We specialize in solvents and fine chemicals. We manage all our inventory, sales, and
purchases using Zoho Inventory and Zoho Books. They are easy to learn, easy to
apply, and the support team is very helpful. We like Zoho very much!

VENKATESWARA RAO
MANAGING DIRECTOR, AZOLE RASAYANAS PVT. LTD.

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT ACCTIVATE

Acctivate is an award-winning
inventory management software
that helps wholesale/distribution
companies resolve issues
regarding inventory and
operations. Acctivate's robust
capabilities are designed to help
manage all phases of business
including, landed cost, lot/serial
numbers, multiple warehouses,
barcoding & more while increasing
productivity and enabling real-time
access & visibility across the
organization. The Acctivate team is
dedicated to delivering tools for
growing companies to manage
their businesses more effectively
and improve productivity and
profitability. The team's depth of
business, technology and
accounting knowledge provides a
level of real world experience that
enables relevant and innovative
development delivered in a
high-quality and consistent
environment.
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With Acctivate, we know our inventory and we have control of it. We are able to predict future
demand accurately, so that we don’t overstock or understock our inventory. That’s a huge plus
for any inventory-based business – not only does that maintain satisfied customers, but it
maximizes our profitability as well.

ANN KERENYI
CONTROLLER, BIRD WATCHER’S DIGEST

Acctivate EDI is a very helpful and an easy module to utilize. Importing
orders is done in the blink of an eye, no matter if there is one order to
import or fifty.

MEL PETERS
INVENTORY CONTROL MANAGER, BERGHOFF

Receiving is one of the main things I use Acctivate for and it makes my job a lot easier. Every
time I receive something into inventory, I enter it in Acctivate and it eliminates having to write
everything down on a piece of paper. I can just click, enter in all of the quantities, and it’s done.

RUBEN MENDOZA
SHIPPING AND LOGISTICS, DELOREAN MOTOR COMPANY

Looking at any other inventory solution against Acctivate, Acctivate was able to do our
inventory the way we needed it. Acctivate has been very beneficial for our company – it
has been able to make our jobs easier and it’s worked great for us.

YOLANDA ARANDA
ACCOUNTING SUPERVISOR, HOBBS IRON & METAL
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ABOUT ECOMDASH

Ecomdash is a software as a
service company that streamlines
inventory and fulfillment
operations for ecommerce
businesses. Ecomdash automates
multi-channel retailers’ inventory,
sales orders, product listings and
shipping processes across
marketplaces like Amazon, eBay,
and Walmart as well as ecommerce
website platforms like Shopify and
Magento. Ecomdash gives
merchants the ability to save time,
grow sales, and increase customer
satisfaction.
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Ecomdash is like “a 24/7 sales person” that manages all incoming sales
orders and inventory adjustments, day and night.

NINA
FOUNDER, TALARIA ENTERPRISES

Ecomdash has completely revolutionized the functionality of our warehouse! After months of
researching and interviewing companies for the best software solution, we chose ecomdash.
That was over a year ago now, and we’ve never second guessed our decision.

LINDSEY
OWNER, RUGGED TRADING COMPANY

I would recommend Ecomdash to anyone needing full transparency of their inventory and/or
wanting to sync inventory and shipping between multiple online sales channels. Excellent
customer service, I have spoken with multiple agents and they have all known the answer
correctly and quickly.

JUSTIN
TRANSPORT DIESEL

Pros: The sync inventory frequency. Some competitors only sync once
an hour, if you are selling multi-channel this can lead to overselling.

BILL J.
OWNER, DAD-N-LAD
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ABOUT FINALE INVENTORY

Finale Inventory is a cloud-based
inventory management system
that is easy to understand,
affordable, and adaptable to the
needs of your business. You can
access Finale from anywhere, so
employees in different locations all
have a consistent view of your
records. Finale supports barcoding,
QuickBooks, serial numbers,
custom reports, multi-channel
e-commerce, ShipStation, and a
broad range of features for
warehouse management.
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Finale easily handles invoicing and keeping track of our inventory. I love the ability of
running quick reports with pricing and stock levels to send to customers. The custom
reporting is great. Finale is a certainly a game changer for our business.

MARK H
REALLY GOOD STUFF

Everything you want to do for your warehouse inventory tracking,
Finale can do it. It has integrations with various website storefronts,
warehouse scanner capabilities and a ton of automated reports you
can customize.

KATRINA E
UNNAMED METHOD

Finale offers inventory management for your online selling channels as well as warehouse. Easy
to use. Mobile device solution for picking, receiving etc. You can customize product/stock screen
view and add/remove filters to see what you need. Lots of features and ability to customize.
Overall very satisfied.

MOHAMMAD SALAMAH
GENERAL MANAGER, O&M ELECTRONICS INC

Finale Inventory changed everything for our company. Instead of having to spend hours tracking parts and
pulling together orders, we are now able to monitor everything simply using a mobile barcode scanner and
a computer. On top of that, their customer service and technical support team has been phenomenal, as it
has allowed Finale to change and adapt to our specific industry and company needs.

JOSH MOOG
MANAGER, BARNETT PLUMBING
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ABOUT NETSTOCK

NETSTOCK is a Software as a
Service company that lives in the
cloud, and connects with your ERP
system. It provides insights into
your excess inventory, surplus
purchase orders, fill rate, stock
outs and potential stock outs. It
manages demand forecasting for
all your items, and recommends
ideal purchase orders that will
always drive your investment in
inventory down, while increasing
your service level to your
customers.
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The NETSTOCK application redefines and rebalances your stocking
profile, bringing efficiencies to investment, productivity, warehousing,
and stock turns.

BILL BRIERLEY
MANAGING DIRECTOR, RODO

NETSTOCK will take your inventory management to another level and,
at the same time, optimize efficiencies in your buying departments.

LUISA TROPARTZ
HEAD OF BUYING, FAITHFUL TO NATURE

After the implementation of NETSTOCK, we have full visibility of our
inventory. We have managed to reduce our excess stock, improve our
fill rate, and have saved a huge amount of time doing so.

PETROS MDUNGE
SENIOR LOGISTICS ADMINISTRATOR, FUJIFILM

We use NETSTOCK every day to get a snapshot of our inventory; fill
rates, stock outs and forecasts, helping us to set realistic goals for all
aspects of our business. We can’t live without it!

JOSH EATON
OPERATIONS MANAGER, STARLEATON DIGITAL SOLUTIONS
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ABOUT ORDORO

Ordoro is a web app for small- and
medium- sized e-commerce
retailers to manage their orders,
inventory and suppliers. Ordoro
deals with everything that happens
after a shopper clicks checkout on
the retailer's website: print packing
lists and shipping labels, manage
inventory levels, manage
dropshipping, manage customers,
manage suppliers etc. Ordoro is
the backoffice control panel for
SMB etailers.
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Ordoro continues to add immensely valuable features to an already
awesome sales/warehousing/shipping platform. Using Ordoro
continues to save us time and money.

ANTHONY KRIZE
VICE PRESIDENT, GE HOLIDAY LIGHTING

Integrating with Ordoro’s API was an obvious thing for us to do. Their
APIs were incredibly easy to integrate with, and we are excited to offer
QuickBooks connectivity to Ordoro’s multi-channel customers.

PETRU MARCHIDAN
FOUNDER, SOFT COOKIES

Ordoro appealed to me because it seemed to be one of the easiest apps to
incorporate different shipping companies for a new store. I also found the packing
slips to be the most professional-looking and most aesthetically pleasing.

MEGAN LEMBCKE
OWNER, UNDIES, INC

Ordoro is easy to use and set up, and their customer support is
excellent. They really seem to care about making it a smooth customer
experience. Highly recommended.

BRUCE BARTLETT
OWNER, BARTLETT AUDIO
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ABOUT SKUVAULT

SkuVault is an inventory and
warehouse management system
that integrates with
ChannelAdvisor, Amazon, eBay,
ShipWorks, ShipStation,
Bigcommerce, Shopify, and more,
and is complete with barcoding
and jam packed with other cool
features to help eCommerce
retailers prevent out of stocks,
improve warehouse efficiency, and
reduce human error. Use SkuVault
to unlock the potential of your
inventory.
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Inventory management simplified! SkuVault's team has been very beneficial to
our business in terms of adding value, going above and beyond with customer
service, and delivering results that help out our bottom line on a monthly
basis.

LUKE HANNAHAN
CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER, PROOZY

With SkuVault, we have much more visibility on what is happening with
inventory at all times. We have more [reporting] insights and it's
extremely easy to use.

TARA VOGELGESANG
DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS, SIGMA BEAUTY

We were scrambling before, and the inventory management feature has defined our
inventory. We know exactly where to look, where we can find our inventory, how much
we have on hand, and that alone is worth the price we’re paying.

JENNIFER MACAULAY
INVENTORY ANALYST, GRACE & LACE

Choosing the right items to sell, increasing our inventory, listing more products, learning
everything we can about the industry, and utilizing effective inventory management tools -
[those] are the keys to our success today. SkuVault has made a huge impact in our
organization.

TODD MILLETT
INTERNET MARKETING STRATEGIST, IBUYZ
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ABOUT SLIMSTOCK

Slimstock is the European market
leader in the field of specialised
software for stock optimisation.
They have developed methods that
can be used to reduce your stock
by 20 to 30% within 6 months,
while your service level stays the
same or even increases. Because
of the short lead time
(approximately 3 months) you will
earn your investment back within a
year. The forecast- and inventory
optimisation software system
Slim4 is a proven addition to SAP,
Baan, JDEdwards, Unit4 and many
others.
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With Slim4, we are able to keep up with emerging trends and seasonal
peaks and as a result we can ensure our assortment is well aligned with
the demands of the market.

KEVIN MORRIS
INVENTORY AND LOGISTICS MANAGER, YUASA BATTERY

This is a strategic move to improve the service we provide our customers. So, although we have
invested in inventory, we have attained significant service level improvements. Ultimately, Slim4
has helped us to increase the availability of finished goods has increased from 75% to over
90%.

LISA COSTANTINI
CUSTOMER SERVICES & PLANNING MANAGER, MEGGER

I think the biggest impact for us has been that Slim4 has helped us
maintain our inventory levels and expected fill rate during our growth.

PAUL WILKES
VP OF OPERATIONS, AUTO-CAMPING

Thanks to Slim4, inventory levels have been reduced while both our
turnover and service level have increased.

THEO VOS
DIRECTOR OPERATIONS, HG INTERNATIONAL
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ABOUT UNLEASHED SOFTWARE

Unleashed is a powerful,
integrated platform that allows
businesses real-time visibility of
accurate inventory information.
Providing precise tracking data on
each and every item of stock helps
businesses of all sizes reduce their
costs and increase profits.
Unleashed partners with a range of
eCommerce, point of sales and
accounting software to provide an
end-to-end business management
solution.
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We struggled to find an inventory tracking system that could track all
aspects of our supply chain until we found Unleashed.

LUKE ANDERSON
AKOLA PROJECT

I was after a product that was easy-to-use, didn’t cost too much, and
would satisfy our needs for inventory and sales reporting, and
Unleashed was absolutely perfect for that.

GREG SMALL
FINANCE AND OPERATIONS DIRECTOR, ZEFFER CIDER

Unleashed is really important to our business because we run purchase
orders, sales orders, and our inventory management through it. It’s
become integral to the smooth running of our business.

EVE DAVIES
PROTECTAPET

Excellent solution for inventory control. It provides in depth and useful reports and reduces
resource expenditure. Customer service/support is excellent with quick response and resolution
to problems. Seamless integration with Xero. We don't know how we operated before without
Unleashed.

LISA WILSON
BG PRODUCTS AUSTRALIA
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ABOUT VEND

Vend is a cloud-based retail
platform that makes it easy for
retailers to take payments, make
sales, manage inventory, and
reward customer loyalty. Vend
works on iPad, Mac and PC, and
offers a wide-range of add-ons,
including accounting, ecommerce,
analytics, staff rostering and more.
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We can keep track of our inventory effortlessly, as well as our mark-ups,
monthly totals, daily sales figures, and more. And thanks to Vend, we
are now easily selling online for the first time!

CONNOR SOBCZAK
GRAYSON'S TUNE TOWN

Vend has improved our efficiency massively. It saves us time because it
links to Shopify and updates our inventory automatically.

SIDONIE WARREN
CO-FOUNDER, PAPERSMITHS

In less than a month we converted from a ‘system’ of handwritten sales receipts to
iPad checkouts and inventory management. We love how easy it is to update our
product lists, sync with our website, and monitor our sales from anywhere with web
access.

MIKE SCHAEFER
SOARING HEART NATURAL SLEEP COMPANY

We LOVE Vend! I have been using Vend since opening 8 months ago. I am able to easily keep
track of our inventory and manage our sales from anywhere. I love that Vend is accessible
anywhere, anytime. We are thinking of taking Diggin’ For Daisies to the streets and participating
in our local Friday night street fair, and guess what? With Vend we can!

SHAYNA FIORE
DIGGIN FOR DAISIES
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ABOUT ADVANCEPRO TECHNOLOGIES

AdvancePro is a full-scale inventory
management software designed
for companies who have outgrown
Excel or QuickBooks. AdvancePro
is a complete and highly adaptable
inventory management solution.
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After testing AdvancePro I was thrilled with the easy to use interface and especially the down to
earth language. Your company’s willingness to work within our budget and dedication to
making this work has been nothing but professional. Our company’s unique demands have all
been more than met.

JOE MERRILL
DEPUTY PROGRAM MANAGER, CHOCTAW ARCHIVING ENTERPRISE

We were growing really quickly and we needed a true inventory software
application. Now with AdvancePro we are able to manage our inventory
levels and use our financial resources effectively.

TIM DUCIE
CORPORATE ACCOUNTANT, DOUBLE DIAMOND DISTRIBUTION

They say a picture is worth a thousand words, and the visual presentation offered through
dashboards provides better insights into the business. Dashboards, for us, were a necessary
solution that allowed us to offer our clients the consistency and transparency we sought.

ROBERT BACCHI
SVP OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS, CHOICE LOGISTICS

AdvancePro is designed with clarity for ease of learning and use, with full online support and
tutorials that make learning and using their software very simple. You can’t beat AdvancePro
with regard to all-around professionalism from beginning to end.

DAVID RICHARDS
TATE LOGISTICS
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ABOUT AGILIRON

Agiliron is a SaaS platform for
Omni-Channel Commerce focused
on helping Product Based
Businesses (Retail, Wholesale,
Distribution, eCommerce). The
core product offering is an
integrated on-demand solution
suite targeted at small
product-based businesses looking
for top-line and bottom-line
growth. The business solution suite
facilitates business expansion
through Multiple Sales Channels
while reducing the operational
complexity and costs through
effective Front-Office (CRM) and
Back-Office (ERP) functions and
multi-user access. It also
significantly improves real-time
visibility across the entire business
through the aggregation of data
into a single system along with
reporting and dashboard
capabilities.
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The biggest value Agiliron brought to our business is delivering a solid technology platform that
can allow us to expand our business without worrying about the infrastructure to manage it;
now all the employees have access to the information they need anywhere, anytime. This,
combined with their incredible customer support, helped us achieve a successful online solution!

JEN RYAN
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, MOOLOOLABA

Agiliron has helped our business operation become more efficient. With
a single platform to manage all orders, we saved time by no longer
having to enter every online or Amazon order manually.

ALLISON TEAGUE
VERSA TECHNOLOGY

We've found Agiliron to be powerful. It has improved our ability to
communicate with customers, simplified production and order
fulfillment, and will enable growth in a well-organized, efficient manner.

PETE WAGNER
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, WAGNER SKIS

Agiliron has become a great solution allowing us to integrate Online Web stores &
Amazon orders from the Inventory side to Shipping side. We also have a POS system
through Agiliron that is directly linked to our Inventory and Order management.

MICHELLE GHOULMORE
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, KREEPSVILLE 666
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ABOUT CLEAR SPIDER

Clear Spider is a cloud-based
inventory management system
that provides clients with visibility
at thousands of forward stocking
locations. This is made possible
through a highly customizable
platform, limitless integration
options, and a smooth
implementation process. Their
clients choose Clear Spider over
any other system because of the
power and flexibility it has to
accommodate any complexity or
type of inventory management
needs.
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Clear Spider functions as an order portal for our customers who can manage, consume and
transfer stock between their sites as needed. It gives us the ability to manage our clients’
inventories more effectively and will be vital to growing our VMI capabilities moving forward.

TONY RIPPY
BRANCH MANAGER, EIS INC.

The Clear Spider team did an excellent job customizing our system to our
unique specifications. We can now easily track and monitor stock levels at our
clients’ locations and save over $1 million in annual inventory expenses.

KEYUR BHAVSAR
IT BUSINESS PARTNER, HONEYWELL INTELLIGRATED

Another reason we chose Clear Spider is because of the visual elements;
all you need is internet access to have immediate access to your
inventory.

GERARD MCGARTH
PRODUCT MANAGER, FONUA

It’s great because when I need to know something about inventory, I just
open up my web browser and check. It’s all there.

JAY BUELL
CEO AND FOUNDER, ROC GEAR
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ABOUT HANDIFOX

HandiFox is a mobile inventory
tracking and sales management
solution that integrates with
QuickBooks and allows small
businesses to automate the sales
and supply chain pipeline
administration.
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I like the portability of the software, syncing up with our QuickBooks
and being able to print the sales orders in the office. We use HandiFox
for inventory management.

STEVE DIXON
D. B. KOPPY

HandiFox has enhanced our inventory management capability significantly. As a result of
HandiFox we now have standardized inventory across all locations, with the necessary insight
and control into every purchase, enabling us to optimize our supply run rates in turn saving
budget.

PHILIP AMATO
COO, EASY MILE FITNESS

We have been using HandiFox for a couple of years now. Works great for our
inventory cycle counts and full physical inventory. Also use it to receive
purchase orders. Really helped our efficiency improve tremendously.

RAY WOOD
WINESTUFF

We were so happy to find a program that integrated with QuickBooks and answered all our sales and
inventory needs! We have saved so much time now by using HandiFox and everything is much more
efficient. The customer service has been fantastic, as they have gone out of their way to make sure we were
up and running exactly the way we needed the program to run. Couldn't be happier with this program!

REBECCA GROVES
H2O INTERNATIONAL
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ABOUT INTELLITRACK

IntelliTrack is the simplest way to
manage your inventory. For more
than 25 years, IntelliTrack has
created and implemented
innovative, effective inventory
solutions for thousands of
customers. Dedicated to efficiency
and flexibility, IntelliTrack helps
companies of all sizes and in every
industry control their inventory
and gain meaningful insights.
Customers rely on IntelliTrack for
accurate, up-to-date inventory
information that is accessible
anytime, anywhere.
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We use IntelliTrak for every fixed asset. Under the manual system I would have to spend an
additional week or more reconciling unrecorded asset transfers and another large amount of
time creating asset retirement transactions. But now, before finishing an onsite inventory visit, I
am able to provide a listing of assets not found.

TED NORRIS
FIXED ASSETS ACCOUNTANT, THE MCCLATCHY COMPANY

Accounting audits are a breeze. We’re given a list of items to find in our
inventory, and the system knows where they are!

TOM ROTOLO
NBC

Since using IntelliTrack®, we now know every item we have, and where
it’s located. Everything we’ve needed to get done, they have done for us,
including customizing a solution just for our needs.

JOE MCGUCKIN
DIAMOND INTERNATIONAL GALLERIES

Obviously, the inventory tracking is important, but the benefits really
show in the speed and efficiency with which we can do day to day tasks.
And, of course, it’s easy to use.

GRAHAM WATKINS
CFO, CYCLE FORCE GROUP
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ABOUT ORDERHIVE

Orderhive is a SaaS-based web and
mobile software application that
centralizes all your business
channels—inventory management,
order processing, shipping,
invoicing, and
tracking—everything—into one
simple, easy-to-use piece of
software. Orderhive integrates
with over 350 different channels so
you can do everything you need to
run your business smarter and
smoother from one single piece of
software.
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This is a great tool when you need to organize a large inventory and have multiple channels.
Using Orderhive you can always have everything under control and organized in a simple, easy
to use way. And whenever you have a question or problem the Tech Team is always a great
help.

RUTE LINHARES
COMMUNITY MANAGER, BYDAS

We use Orderhive to manage the orders and inventory between different
stores. The possibility to customize functionality and workflows with
Orderhive is a great advantage for enterprise applications.

KLAUS RAUTENBERG
MOVING PRIMATES

Easy integration with our online shop and the flexibility of bundling
products together gives accurate inventory information. Orderhive
meets all the needs of our business. The customer support is also
amazing!

CHAD MYKIETIUK
CO-FOUNDER, WELLNESS MEDIA

With Orderhive, we can fulfill orders in a single step, maintain our stock
level across all the departments, and we’re able to track sales & profit
easily. This helps us tremendously to plan our growth strategy.

BILL DEREK
ROBEMART
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ABOUT SMARTTURN

SmartTurn™, now part of
DiCentral, is a leading cloud
inventory and warehouse
management system (WMS). Their
solution, SmartTurn, increases the
visibility and control of inventory.
With SmartTurn, DiCentral is best
fit for companies looking to better
manage their supply chain
operations, regardless of size and
level of complexity. SmartTurn
provides the level of flexibility and
scalability that will help businesses
adapt to the dynamic market
forces and manage long-term
planning. SmartTurn is also quick
to deploy and inexpensive to
implement, which is perfect for
small to medium size businesses.
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We have a system in SmartTurn that can do almost anything, providing
us with accurate visibility and excellent record keeping, all in a highly
adaptable environment designed to meet our changing needs.

GREGORY CROSS
DIRECTOR OF LOGISTICS AND OPERATIONS, USA CYCLING

With SmartTurn, we have fewer stock-outs. I know what I have coming and how to
prepare for spikes in demand, such as the big holiday ads. When inventory levels can
be trusted to be reliable, I can be safe, not sorry, when doing product ordering.

DAVID MCDANIEL
WAREHOUSE MANAGER, FROZEN GOURMET

Annual Physical Inventory Audit reduced from days to hours. We were
able to extract all parts by location to a document and easily run down
the list to verify and count.

AMOS MUI
DIRECTOR OF MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY CHAIN, VIRTUAL INSTRUMENTS

While an installed on-premise inventory management system provides a high-level of
functionality, the IT responsibility required of a company our size would have been more than
we could handle. However, Dicentral’s On-Demand WMS provides an easy-to-deploy,
full-featured WMS without any of the heavy liftings.

THOMAS MARKLEY
PRESIDENT, MARKLEY ENTERPRISE INC
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ABOUT SYSTUM

Systum is a cloud-based, digital
operating platform for small to
medium-sized businesses that
reduces operating costs and scales
for rapid growth. Systum replaces
all existing software used to
engage and support customers -
marketing, CRM, salesforce
automation, digital commerce,
inventory management and quote
and billing functions - and replaces
it with a single, low-cost SaaS
application built on one database.
Systum’s next generation
omnichannel business platform
provides focused marketing, fast,
precise operations control, a 360°
view of the customer, real-time
analytics, business intelligence and
reporting from any device from
anywhere, anytime.
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The reports and the data we can use to generate reports have been
tremendous. When a product is no longer selling, we can access what
products those are and run promotions on those.

JOLEEN LAWSON
OWNER, LOMAR BOWLING SUPPLY

When you run your business, it can add up, paying for inventory software,
paying for a CRM. It's mind blowing. It is amazing what they offer for the price
they’re offering it. I would recommend Systum [to] anyone in the toy industry.

LETITIA FOX
PRESIDENT AND FOUNDER, ARTFUL PLAYDATE

With Systum, I’ve been able to grow my company nationwide. The
simplicity and ease of managing my inventory, online sales and
marketing that Systum provides has transformed my business.

AMANDA IRVIN
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER/OWNER, THE STYLED BOUTIQUE

Having our front end eCommerce site, B2B business management,
inventory, shipping and CRM in the same platform was crucial to our
decision making and ultimately the reason we chose Systum.

MIKE DETTMERS
DIRECTOR OF SALES, STACYC STABILITY CYCLE
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ABOUT ETURNS

eTurns is the leading provider of
cloud-based remote inventory
management software. eTurns
gives organizations real-time
visibility into inventory at the
point-of-use and then automate
replenishment. eTurns also
manages tool cribs, asset
maintenance, and inventory on
service trucks. Many customers are
distributors who co-brand offering
and give it to their customers as a
valued-added service. eTurns
makes managing consigned
inventory a breeze. Use an
Android/iPhone/iPad, scanner,
sensor or RFID to automate your
inventory management. eTurns
optimizes inventory levels and
reduces procurement costs by up
to 90%. eTurns can work with or
without an ERP/WMS system.
eTurns' cloud-based delivery
model requires no software to
install or upfront IT investment so
they can have you up and running
in a few hours. eTurns is a privately
held company based in Irvine,
California.
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We appreciate that eTurns and Gexpro Services brought us this innovative IoT replenishment
solution, eVMI, that includes sensors and cloud software with real-time visibility and reporting.
They have really helped us streamline our inventory management.

CHAD WINTERLAND
PURCHASING MANAGER FOR THE CUSTOMER, GEXPRO SERVICES

eTurns optimized our inventory and drastically reduced the number of
POs we needed to create, saving us $31,000 the first year — which
created an ROI of 900%.

RHONDA EINCK
SENIOR/BUYER PLANNER, SOURCEONE TECHNOLOGIES

It's user-friendly, has easy navigation, an accessible platform, is
versatile, and offers exceptional customer service. It's been great. We
now have the ability to streamline our ordering, tracking, and
replenishment process.

JEREMY H.
NETWORK ADMINISTRATOR TECHNICIAN, HUMANA

Our company just implemented a 700 scale eTurns eVMI Sensor-managed Inventory
Solution at a large powergen manufacturer in Ohio. The customer was very impressed
by the nearly $1M stock reduction and access to real-time on-hand inventory data.

ROBERT CONNORS
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, GEXPRO SERVICES
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